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sk 10 people for advice about résumés, and you’ll 
get 10 varied responses. Unfortunately, there are 
no hard and fast rules to creating a résumé—like 
any kind of design project, there are several op-
tions from which to choose. And, like any design 

project, this flexibility allows for both successful designs 
and miserable failures, even though the underlying prod-
uct—you—is the same. 

Often times, individuals with technical backgrounds 
believe that their skills and abilities speak for themselves. 
However, first impressions are extremely important when 
looking for a job, especially in a competitive market where 
the hiring manager is looking to quickly reduce that large 
stack of résumés on his or her desk. 

As any experienced manager will tell you, if your ré-
sumé and cover letter are competing for attention among 
tens or hundreds of others, your potential employer will 
spend no more than a minute to review them. If the ap-
plicant pool is large, perhaps less than 30 seconds. When a 
decision is being made in such a short amount of time, your 
presentation matters. At the bare minimum, your résumé 
and cover letter should be organized, easy to read, and free 
of spelling errors.

Getting Started
The Cover Letter:  This is a chance to explain your inter-

est in the specific company and position to which you are ap-
plying. A cover letter—and the résumé, for that matter—is 
most effective when you can highlight the experiences that 
are relevant and well aligned with the position of interest. 
Failing that, at least indicate why you would do well in 
their work environment (i.e., your workplace experience 
and skills, experience working in groups, etc.).

If you are tempted to create a generic cover letter, 
consider having at least a couple of versions that can be 
tailored to the employer. However, don’t expect a call 
back if you neither include the name of the position and 
employer in the body of the letter nor tailor your message 
to the employer’s needs. If you treat potential employers 
as though anonymous, they will return the favor.

The Résumé:  To start, you may be wondering how 
long your résumé should be. One page is definitely suf-
ficient for a student—you want to be concise. You are not 

expected to have so much to share that your résumé would 
run over a page. More pages will be appropriate if you are 
a seasoned professional with several years of relevant ex-
perience or if you are applying into a specialized industry, 
such as academia, and need the space to list your relevant 
publications. 

If you believe your résumé needs more than a page, have 
your peers review it for the essential items. The list below 
of required versus optional résumé components is also a 
helpful guideline. 

Required Components
Contact Information: This includes email address and best 

phone numbers to be contacted. Email address should be 
simple and professional. If you have a particularly long last 
name, use your first name or a shortened version of your 
last name or some other combination in your email name. 
The idea is to minimize typos when the recruiter is trying 
to contact you. 

Also, make sure that your voicemail message is profes-
sional. Don’t jeopardize your job opportunity because the 
recruiter cannot reach you, has trouble reaching you, or 
is turned away by your flaky roommate, unprofessional 
message, or choice of email identity. If you have a goofy 
email for friends, you should create a new one just for your 
job search needs. In those rare situations where you have 

multiple pages or supplemental materials 
to include with your résumé, be sure your 
name and contact appear on each page.

Keep in mind that your potential 
employer may do a web search on your 
name. If you haven’t already, give your 
Facebook, MySpace, and/or other web 
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I recently had the displeasure of processing nearly 70 résumés and interest cards for prospective internship candidates. The 
displeasure came from poorly presented information, including illegible printing. Trying to decipher what someone has writ-

ten–whether due to poor handwriting or poor composition and formatting—is a waste of time and raises my blood pressure. 
So, for some tips on what to avoid, I offer my experiences as follows:

Under the heading where contact information is presented…
(1) One person listed two email addresses on his résumé. This is unnecessary and confusing.
(2) If you have an unfamiliar name (like Jengyee) or a particularly long first or last name, I encourage you to abbreviate it 

in your email address. Do NOT register an email like jengyee_liang@email.com. Instead, use something like jliang9@email.com 
or jlia9@email.com. This will minimize the typos to your email when messages go out to you. Avoid creating case-sensitive 
addresses.

(3) Get a professional email address. I know you’ve grown fond of PartyDogX@state.edu or happygirl9@campus.edu, but 
they don’t fit with your new professional identity. As suggested above, get a free email account just for the job search, if you’re 
not parting with your previous address.

In the Objective line…
If you choose to include an objective, please make sure it states something meaningful. I read several that had something to 

the effect of “to work for a respected company with opportunities for advancement.” Which company would not claim this to 
be true? This tells me NOTHING about your interests. It may imply that you are ambitious and want to advance in a company, 
but that does not matter until you can prove yourself. Advancement will come; saying you’re interested is not enough. 

Instead, try an objective that describes your career interests, especially if it is different than your major or not obvious from  
the name of your specific major. If you major in civil engineering and are interested in civil engineering, you need not include 
an objective. However, if you have a particular focus, you should say so.

Your Education
(1) If you are seeking an internship or entry-level position, put this section near the top of your résumé. Do not put this 

information at the bottom of your résumé; and please, please, do not put it on page three.
(2) One person listed his high-school G.P.A. of 3.8. I did not care about his high-school performance. Besides, if I didn’t 

bother putting my 4.6 high-school G.P.A. on my résumé, why should he put his less-impressive one there?
(3) To my great disappointment, many people wrote the dates of their education as if it were work experience. “ABC Col-

lege, fall 2006-present.” I don’t care when you started at ABC College; just tell me when you expect to graduate.
(4) One person took this “expect to graduate” to another extreme. His résumé stated:  “Master’s, 2008-10; bachelor’s, 

2005-08.” He should mention the fact if he is pre-admitted to a master’s program. If he has not been admitted, that informa-
tion is misleading.

Overall Presentation
(1) This same person who wrote his anticipated master’s completion date had scribbled out the end date of his bachelor’s 

term in pen. It had been 2009. I can appreciate the saving of paper, and we’ve done this many times with homework. However, 
in the case of a job hunt, you should print a new résumé. This is my first impression of you.  A pen mark on an otherwise nice-
looking résumé does not reflect well on you. You can use the back of the résumé with the typo as scratch paper. 

(2) Use a font that provides sufficient space between words and is not all-caps. 
(3) Experiment with various font sizes and margins to limit your résumé to one page. Exclude information, such as high-

school information and meaningless objectives, to save space. Formatting is important; take care to highlight (i.e., boldface or 
underline) sectional headings, and ensure that items do not run together.

(4) Use a decent printer. Although laser is preferred, as long as the print is clean (not smudgy or blotchy), other types are 
fine.

(5) Do not include a generic cover letter when dropping off résumés at a job fair. A cover letter should be customized to 
the employer.

(6) Avoid big words just to impress. It should be easy to read quickly, while still explaining what specific tasks/projects you 
have completed.

Conclusion
This exercise was eye opening. I expected variety, but I expected variety only in formatting. I did not expect cryptic writing, 

blotchy print jobs, meaningless objectives, cross-outs, high-school content, multiple or no emails, anticipated future degrees, 
and education presented as work experience. 

(Excerpt from Jengyee’s blog at www.hellorealworld.com)
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profiles a professional makeover, and remove those photos, 
videos, and other info that you wouldn’t like your future 
employer to see. 

Experience/Campus Leadership: This segment should list 
all of your relevant professional experiences and what you 
accomplished in each. Focus on action verbs and results that 
were accomplished. If possible, put the results in quantita-
tive terms. For example, “saved department X number of 
dollars,” “improved yield by 20 percent,” “reduced process-
ing time by 10 percent.” Campus leadership can supplement 
but not substitute relevant professional experience.

Jobs, Internships, and Other Relevant Project Experience: 
The key here is relevant. Although you may be advised to 
list coursework, keep in mind an employer is more interested 
in experiences that are relevant to the working world. Job 
experience and internships are impressive, so place these 
at the top of your work experience section, and provide as 
clear a description of your responsibilities as you can. 

If you still have enough space to describe coursework 
and/or an extra-curricular engineering project, use a short 
description of the specific topic and the project(s) you 
worked on. Again, be clear about your responsibilities for 
the project, using action verbs to describe your effort (e.g., 
analyzed, coordinated, composed). With a good description 
of topic and project, you can omit the course number and 
formal title. 

Optional Components
The following components may be required depending 

on the situation. However, most of these categories are not 
necessary but may be preferred by certain employers.

Education and G.P.A.: It probably works to your advan-
tage to mention your highest degree and alma mater. If 
you’re not required to share your G.P.A., you probably 
shouldn’t. However, most employers will require students 
to list their G.P.A.

Honors & Awards: You can mention your association with 
Tau Beta Pi and a couple of other big accomplishments. 
Only mention your proudest laurels; you don’t want the less 
impressive or less important items to take attention away 
from your top items.

Objective: Some employers would like to know the job 
title or the type of job you are seeking. In many cases, the 
job you’re applying for may be obvious, so an objective line 
definitely does not add value. On the other hand, a well 
thought out objective can signal to a potential employer 
genuine interest and that you are a good match. A sentence 
will suffice—your cover letter will provide a more detailed 
explanation of your interest in the position.

References: You can wait to provide this information 
later, if requested. It is understood that “references will 
be furnished upon request,” and you do not need to waste 
valuable space by mentioning this line. Instead, consider 
adding …

Interests: While some employers may consider this 
information irrelevant, some employers like to get a sense 
of who you are as a person. In this case, they would enjoy 
learning about your interests and hobbies. This is also 
helpful information to start a conversation during the in-

terview, and sharing such information may be particularly 
advantageous if your recruiter shares your interests. If 
space permits, interests are a good category to include 
because the worst that can happen is that it will have no 
impact. The best that can happen is for the employer to be 
predisposed to liking you.

Do Not Include . . .
Social Security Number:  Because of widespread identity 

theft, you should not release your SSN until hired.
Personal Address:  Although in some cases, you may 

wish to provide your address as another means of contact, 
it would be wise to exclude the address for safety, espe-
cially if posting your résumé in a public place such as the 
internet.

Even if you follow these tips, please have your peers, as 
well as your campus career center and similar job search 
resources, review your résumé. Be prepared to get several 
variations on the comments, sometimes with conflicting 
suggestions. You will have to take this in stride, and choose 
the best ideas from each. After you secure an interview, be 
sure to review our “Informational Interviews” article in the 
Winter 2007 issue of THE BENT, available at www.tbp.org. 
Good luck with your job search! 
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